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***Ace Your Exam and Get the Results You Deserve***Taking the California Subject

Examinations for Teachers is a challenge and your results can make a huge difference when it

comes to your future. If you do well on the exam, it can open doors and lead to wonderful

opportunities. If you do poorly on the exam, you will find yourself with fewer options. You may

have to put your plans for the future on hold, or even give up on them altogether. Preparing for

your exam with our CSET Spanish Exam Flashcard Study System can help you avoid this fate

and give you a big advantage when you take the test. Thousands of satisfied customers have

relied on Mometrix Flashcards to help them pass their exams, and now you can too.Mometrix

Test Preparation is not affiliated with or endorsed by any official testing organization. All

organizational and test names are trademarks of their respective owners.When you study with

Mometrix CSET flashcards, you'll get an in-depth review of each test section.The Bilingual

Education section includes:20th-century legal history of bilingual education in

CaliforniaProposition 227Legislation enacted after Proposition 228 was passedThe Culture

and Context section includes:SociolinguisticsDiego RiveraSouth AmericaThe General

Linguistics section includes:Theories of language acquisitionAssessment stationObservation

checklistThe Instruction and Assessment section includes:Integrated language

studyAssessment stationObservation checklistThe Linguistics of the Target Language section

includes:Phonetic languageCapitalizationPossessionThe Listening, Reading, Writing, Speaking

section includes:OutlineRevision and editingListening Comprehension questions...and much

more!We believe in delivering lots of value for your money, so our flashcard system is packed

with the critical information you'll need to master in order to ace your CSET exam. Our

flashcards enable you to study small, digestible bits of information that are easy to learn and

give you exposure to the different question types and concepts. With Mometrix flashcards,

you'll be able to study anywhere, whenever you have a few free minutes of time.Study after

study has shown that spaced repetition is the most effective form of learning, and nothing

beats flashcards when it comes to making repetitive learning fun and fast. Using Mometrix

flashcards for your CSET review incorporates repetitive methods of study to teach you how to

break apart and quickly solve difficult test questions.You also get online access to CSET

practice test questions, created by our Mometrix test prep team, to prepare you for what to

expect on the actual exam. Each answer is explained in depth, in order to make the principles

and reasoning behind it crystal clear.Mometrix Test Preparation has helped thousands of

people achieve their education goals. Our CSET Spanish Exam Flashcard Study System can

help you get the results you deserve on your CSET test too.



General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe the study

of phonology and related terms including phonemes and allophones.General

LinguisticsPhonology is the study of the sound patterns of a language. Some important

concepts in phonology include the following:Phonemes are meaning-distinguishing sounds in a

language. Adding the sound /r/ to the word bat creates a word with a new and totally distinct

meaning: brat. Changing /b/ to /r/ in the word bat creates a word with a new and totally distinct

meaning: rat. Therefore /b/ and /r/ are phonemes in English. Different languages have different

sets of phonemes.Allophones are the physical sounds used to produce speech. One phoneme

may have several allophones. For example, in Spanish, the phoneme /v/ may be pronounced /

v/ or it may also be pronounced /b/. Pronouncing /v/ as /b/ does not create a word with a new

and totally distinct meaning: bienvenidos may be pronounced bienbenidos and still carry the

same meaning.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDefine segmentals, suprasegmentals, and minimal pairs.General

LinguisticsSegmentals are the phonemes used to create utterances in a language.

Suprasegmentals are the non-phonemic factors used in speaking a language. Stress,

intonation, and word juncture are examples of suprasegmentals. Suprasegmentals can be

functional (creating different meaning) or non-functional (not creating different meaning). For

example, in Spanish, syllabic stress can be a functional suprasegmental. (Háblo = I talk, habló

= he talked.) The syllabic stress changes the meaning of the word.Minimal pairs and sets are

pairs or groups of words that vary by only one phoneme. Bat and rat are a minimal pair in

English, and bat, cat, hat, mat, gnat, pat, rat, sat, tat, and vat are a minimal set. Since

phonemes differ from language to language, minimal pairs vary as well. For example, caro and

carro are a minimal pair in Spanish but would not be in English.General Linguistics© Mometrix

Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe syllables, clusters, and

coarticulation.General LinguisticsSyllables must contain a vowel or a vowel-like sound. They

may have a consonant or a consonant cluster before and/or after the vowel. Syllable structure

can be denoted with C for a consonant and V for a vowel. For example, the syllable at is VC,

the syllable bat is CVC, the syllable brat is CCVC, and the syllable bank is CVCC. Different

languages have different allowable consonant clusters.Co-articulation is when one sound is

made at almost the same time as a second sound because of our speed of speech. This can

occur as assimilation (for example: say “I can go” quickly. The /n/ at the end of can and the /g/

at the beginning of go are pronounced almost together as the sound /ng/). It can also occur as

elision, when one sound is just left out (for example: say “She opened the door” quickly. The /d/

at the end of opened is not heard.)General Linguistics© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe the study of morphology and define morphemes

and affixes.General LinguisticsMorphology is the study of the basic meaning-carrying forms of

language, or what words and other meaningful “chunks” of language are and how they are

formed. Some important concepts in morphology include the following:A morpheme is a

“minimal unit of meaning or grammatical function”. A basic word is a morpheme: for example,

play. However, in the forms playing, player, and played, the units -ing, -er, and -ed are also

morphemes, units that carries meaning or grammatical function. Play is considered a free

morpheme – it can exist and carry meaning on its own. -ing, -er, and -ed are examples of

bound morphemes – they typically must be affixed to a free morpheme.An affix is a “chunk” or

a bound morpheme that is attached to a free morpheme in order to produce a new word. They

can be prefixes (attached to the beginning of a word: disobey/desobedecer), suffixes (attached



to the end of a word: talking/hablaré) or infixes (placed in the middle of a word: not typically

used in English or in Spanish).General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDescribe derivational and inflectional morphology.General LinguisticsDerivational

morphology is the process by which a new word is created or a word is changed to be another

part of speech by adding bound morphemes. -er is a derivational suffix, changing the verb play

into a noun meaning “a person who plays”: player. In Spanish, -dor is a similar derivational

suffix, changing the verb jugar into a noun meaning “a person who plays”: jugador. Derivational

prefixes also exist in both languages (e.g., dis- in English and des- in Spanish)Inflectional

morphology is the process by which a word is modified to indicate grammatical function such

as singular or plural, present tense or past tense. English has very few inflectional morphemes

(-s, -ing, -ed, -en, -er, -est, -‘s). Spanish has a much wider variety of inflectional morphemes.

For example, to mark person in the present tense alone, the inflectional morphemes -o, -as, -a,

-amos, -áis, and -an are all employed.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDefine roots, stems, and allomorphs in morphology.General

LinguisticsA root is a morpheme without any affixes, either derivational or inflectional. You may

have heard it called a “base word”. In the example above, play is a root. A stem is any word

that has been inflected, minus the inflection. A stem may contain derivational morphemes. So,

for example, in the word players, play is the root, player is the stem, and -s is the inflection. In

the word desobedecimos, obedecer is the root, desobedecer is the stem, and -imos is the

inflection.Allomorphs are a set of morphs that communicate the same inflectional information.

For example, in English, to communicate the idea of “plural”, we can employ the morphs -s (cat

– cats) and -es (couch – couches), as well as some irregular forms such as no change (fish -

fish) and middle vowel change (man – men). This group of morphs that pluralize a word are

called allomorphs. In Spanish, the morphs -o (hablar – hablo) -oy (estar – estoy) and -go (tener

– tengo) all communicate the inflectional information that the first person (I/yo) is completing

the action in the present tense.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDescribe the study of syntax and provide a definition for generative grammar and

deep and surface structure.General LinguisticsSyntax is the study of the structure and order of

components within phrases and sentences. Traditionally, the term “grammar” has been

associated with syntax. Some important concepts in the field of syntax include the

following:Generative grammar is the set of rules for a given language from which all well-

formed sentences can be generated. Additionally, only well-formed sentences will be generated

if these rules are applied. This set of rules is finite, but can result in an infinite number of

grammatically correct sentences.It is possible for two sentences to look different but still

contain the same basic syntactic structure. “I wrote the book/Yo escribí el libro” and “The book

was written by me/El libro fue escrito por mí” have different surface structure. However, on an

underlying level (called deep structure), they are both formed with the same syntactic

components – a first-person pronoun, a verb, and the noun phrase “the book”. This same deep

structure would be shared by even more sentences with different surface structure (e.g., Did I

write the book?/¿Yo escribí el libro?).General Linguistics© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe structural ambiguity in language forms.General

LinguisticsSometimes two distinct deep structures can be expressed by the same surface

structure. For example, the sentence “Pedro hit the intruder with a baseball bat/Pedro golpeó al

intruso con el bate de béisbol.” could come from the deep structure “Pedro used a baseball bat

to hit the intruder/Pedro utilicé un bate para golpear al intruso” or it could come from the deep

structure “Pedro hit the intruder who carried a baseball bat/Pedro golpeó al intruso que llevó un

bate”. This surface structure is an example of structural ambiguity – the sentence itself does



not tell us which deep structure’s meaning was intended.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media

- flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDefine transformation and recursion in syntax.General

LinguisticsTransformation describes how the individual parts of a deep structure sentence can

be arranged and rearranged into different surface structures. For example, in English, “Juan

gave Mary a gift yesterday.” can be rearranged with the adverb first:” “Yesterday Juan gave

Mary a gift” or to be an interrogative “Did Juan give Mary a gift yesterday?” In Spanish, these

transformations would be similar, although the interrogative transformation does not require as

much: “Juan le dio un regalo a Mary ayer.” “Ayer Juan le dio un regalo a Mary.” “¿Juan le dio un

regalo a Mary ayer?”Recursion is the ability to be repeated an infinite number of times.

Generative grammar must be recursive. For example, a generative grammar rule states that a

sentence may have a prepositional phrase describing an object’s location (The flowers are on

the table/Las flores están en la mesa), and it may have a prepositional phrase describing the

location of the object in the first prepositional phrase (The flowers are on the table in the

kitchen/Las flores están en la mesa en la cocina), and so on. Children’s games and songs

often take advantage of recursion (“The tree in the hole and the hole in the ground…”).General

Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe the study of

semantics and define semantic roles and lexical relations.General LinguisticsSemantics is the

study of the meaning of words, phrases, and sentences. This is considered distinct from

syntax, because an utterance can be syntactically correct but semantically “odd” (e.g., The

cake ate the children). Some important concepts in the field of semantics include the

following:Words and phrases can be thought of and classified in terms of the role they play in a

sentence. Verbs typically play the role of action Nouns and noun phrases can be the agent

(doing the action), the theme (affected by the action), and, when used with prepositions, the

instrument (the means of doing the action), the location, the source, or the destination.The

meanings of words can be thought of in relationship to each other. Words can be synonyms

(start/begin, empezar/comenzar), antonyms (tall/short, alto/bajo), and hyponyms (dog/animal,

perro/animal).General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDefine

homophones, homonyms, polysemy, and describe their influence on language leaning.General

LinguisticsHomophones are words with different written forms and different meanings but the

same pronunciation. Some common English homophones are two/to/too and bare/bear.

Because of its letter-sound correspondence, Spanish has fewer homophones than English.

One example is ola/hola.Homonyms are words with the same written form and same

pronunciation but two or more unrelated meanings. Some common English homonyms are bat

(sports equipment, flying mammal) and bank (financial institution, side of a river). Most Spanish

homonyms involve a form of a verb (e.g., calle: street, subjunctive of verb callar)Polysemy, in

contrast to homonymy is when two or more words have the same form and different but related

meanings. One English example is bright (more than sufficient amount of light, more than

sufficient amount of intelligence). One Spanish example is cuello (neck of an individual, collar

of a shirt).Each language has its own set of homophones, homonyms and polysemes, and this

can cause confusion and difficulty for language learners. For example, an English speaker

learning Spanish may think that he can use banco to refer both to a financial institution and the

edge of a river as he can use bank in English. However, in Spanish, banco only refers to the

first, and orilla is used for the second.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe the classifications of language into

families.General LinguisticsLanguages are often classified into “families” or organized in a

“tree” with “branches”, similarly to how we might chart our family tree. This is possible because

our modern languages developed from a smaller number of older languages. For example,



French, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish all share a similar linguistic heritage, developing

primarily from Latin. Therefore, they share many features with each other and with their

common “parent” language and are considered a branch of a language “family”. Linguists

recognize approximately 30 distinct language families that at least 4000 of the world’s more

than 6000 languages can be categorized as belonging to.General Linguistics© Mometrix

Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDiscuss the process of language change, including

synchronic and diachronic change of language.General LinguisticsLanguage change has been

occurring for as long as human language has existed and will continue to change as long as

language is in use. Language change can occur at any and all levels of language – phonetics,

morphology, syntax, and semantics.Diachronic change is the change in language that happens

over time, for example, how modern English has developed from the Middle English spoken

1000 years ago. Synchronic change is the change in language that happens at the same time

but in different locations or among different groups of speakers. This can be easily seen in

regional accents and word choices. An example of synchronic change in Spanish is how the

vosotros pronoun is rarely used in Latin America but continues to be used in Spain.General

Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishList and describe various

mechanisms of language change.General LinguisticsPhonemic splits and mergers: Phonemes

can be divided, merged, or switched to create new pronunciations of words. For example, in

most of the Spanish-speaking world, the phonemes pronounced /s/and /th/ are no longer

distinguishable. Therefore, the words casa and caza will be pronounced the same. However, in

other regions, these two phonemes have not merged, and therefore casa is pronounced CAH-

sa, and caza is pronounced somewhat like CAH-tha.Borrowing or loan words: A language can

borrow a word from another language when there is no existing word for that concept. For

example, the word jeans is commonly used as a loan word in Spanish-speaking

countries.Euphemisms, taboos, and metaphors: Words can take on new meanings when used

to avoid saying something unpleasant or unacceptable. For example, passed away is

commonly used to mean died and neurologically atypical replaces idiot or mentally retarded.

When words are used as a metaphor, they may also eventually gain that new meaning – many

English and Spanish words come from Latin words that are related in concept but are used

metaphorically (spirare = to breathe in Latin. Inspiración/inspiration = to blow into, as in give

creative life to).Folk etymologies: Words can undergo spelling or pronunciation changes when

their etymology, or heritage, is misunderstood. For example, the English word cockroach is

actually a borrowed word from the Spanish cucaracha. However, the word roach is also used

on its own to refer to these disgusting bugs, treating cockroach as if it were a compound word

involving the English words cock and roach. The English word roach actually comes from the

Middle English word roche, referring to a specific kind of fish.General Linguistics© Mometrix

Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDefine discourse analysis and its use.General

LinguisticsDiscourse analysis is the study of linguistic exchanges between individuals, either

written or spoken. It seeks to go “beyond the sentence” to look at larger chunks of utterances

for patterns and meaning. For example, we can examine how speakers take turns in

conversation and how they mark that it is the other speaker’s turn or that they are done talking

(e.g., “Well,…” “…what do you think?” “Bueno,…” or “…¿verdad?”) Coherence, the use of

words and phrases that help the listener/reader to link ideas and understand how they are

meant to relate to each other, is another important part of extended discourse (e.g., “First…

then…later…” or “Al contrario…de hecho…” When you take the speaking and writing sections

of your exam, you will be judged on your discourse – how you use language in context, above

the sentence level, to clearly communicate your ideas to your listener/reader. Discourse



analysis also studies speech acts and pragmatics.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe discourse analysis in writing and in speech

acts.General LinguisticsIn extended written texts, there are norms for structure that go beyond

the structure of each sentence. While these norms are not universally learned and applied like

syntactic rules, and can be bent and broken more freely, they exist nonetheless. Your

composition teacher may have sought to teach you these norms (e.g., start each paragraph

with an introduction sentence and then only include information in that paragraph that is part of

the topic you introduced).When language is used to perform an action or ask someone else to

perform an action, it is called a speech act. Speech acts can be generally classified as

commands (Wash the dishes!/¡Lave los platos!), questions (Who washed the dishes?/¿Quién

lavó los platos?), and assertions (The dishes need to be washed./Hay que lavar los platos.). A

speech act can also be considered either direct or indirect. A direct speech act uses a form for

its literal purpose, for example, using a command to give a command as in “Wash the dishes!/

¡Lave los platos!” An indirect speech act uses a form to accomplish something other than its

literal purpose. For example, in the statement “The dishes need to be washed./Hay que lavar

los platos.”, while the speech act is formed as an assertion, its purpose could be to command

that someone wash the dishes – imagine a mother staring at a child, clearing her throat, and

then saying “The dishes need to be washed./Hay que lavar los platos.” In order to analyze and

understand speech acts, we engage in many levels of observation and interpretation, using the

context, our linguistic and interpersonal knowledge, the force and tone of the utterance, and

many other factors.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDefine pragmatics and its use in communication.General LinguisticsPragmatics is

the study of how context contributes to meaning. Demonstrative pronouns are an excellent

example of the ubiquity and importance of pragmatics – the word this can have an infinite

number of meanings and is correctly interpreted only in context. Indirect speech acts, such as

the example above of the mother making an assertion that is actually a command, are another

example of how context (the mother/child relationship, the mother’s tone of voice and facial

expression, etc.) can and does affect the meaning of language. Sentences often mean more

than they literally say. A mob boss saying “Nice car you have…it’d be a shame if something

happened to it.”, a father saying “You left the door open!” and a guest saying “A drink would be

nice.” are all simple statements on face value, but are intended by the speaker to communicate

something else (a threat to harm the car, a command to shut the door, and a request for a

drink). Any factor that is a part of the non-linguistic context can influence the meaning of a

linguistic utterance. Pragmatics are employed for a variety of reasons – ease of speech,

avoiding taboos, diminishing the way a command or request imposes on another individual, or

allowing the speaker or listener to save face. Different cultures employ different levels and

types of pragmatic strategies.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDescribe sociolinguistics and give some examples of sociolinguistics.General

LinguisticsSociolinguistics studies the relationships between language and society – how they

interact, and how they modify and impact each other. Language changes and is modified by

social features such as geographical location, socioeconomic class, education level, age

group, gender, ethnicity, and contact with or knowledge of other languages. These elements

affect all languages to various degrees depending on the particular social factors, constantly

altering different parts of the language such as pronunciation, word choice, and sentence

structure. With Spanish spoken in so many different countries, geographical location is one of

the most significant sociolinguistic factors that affect it, and it is very important to pay attention

to local nuances.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/



csetSpanishDescribe the two major camps for theories relating to language learning and give

an overview of the behaviorist/environmentalist view.General LinguisticsTheories of language

learning can be roughly divided into two camps. One camp is of the opinion that language

learning occurs the same way any other information or skill is learned. The other camp holds

that language learning is unique from all other types of learning because the human brain is

“hardwired” to learn language.The behaviorist or environmentalist view of language acquisition

holds that children develop language the same way that all organisms learn everything. Their

early linguistic responses to environmental stimuli are reinforced selectively by adults; children

will repeat rewarded responses, while ignored responses are less likely to persist. In this view,

learning occurs as children behave certain ways and receive reinforcement or punishment as a

response to their behavior.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDescribe Skinner’s behaviorist theory explaining the process of language

development.General LinguisticsB. F. Skinner was a major proponent of the behaviorist or

environmentalist view. According to Skinner’s theory of Operant Conditioning, learning is a

function of change that occurs in an organism’s observable behaviors. Behaviorists see

language development as a process of building behaviors through conditioning that occurs

through interactions with the environment. Skinner stated that adults selectively reinforce

young children’s vocalizations which to them resemble recognizable speech and disregard

those vocalizations they find irrelevant. Children will repeat reinforced responses. The child’s

responses gradually become more similar to adult speech through what Skinner called

successive approximations. Skinner believed children acquire verbal behavior matching that of

their “given verbal community” via this process. As their vocalizations approach recognized

speech forms, these “produce appropriate consequences” for the children. Main principles

include that positively reinforced behavior recurs, that responses can be shaped through

presenting information in small increments, and that reinforcement promotes response

generalization to other similar stimuli. Limitations of this view include that the rules and

structure of language cannot be derived through sheer imitation, and that children often cannot

repeat adult utterances.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDescribe the application of the principles of behaviorist theory regarding language

learning.General LinguisticsIn order to teach a new language, a teacher likely would introduce

lessons in the target language and academic content subjects in small, manageable portions

following the behaviorist principle of presenting new material in small amounts. This practice

facilitates more precise shaping of new learned behaviors and enables language students to

learn more easily. The educator would demonstrate the target language in spoken and written

form in order to provide a model for students to imitate, another behaviorist principle. The

teacher would be sure to reward correct student responses following the behaviorist principle

of positive reinforcement, thereby increasing the students’ likelihood of repeating these

responses. Behaviorism finds that only outwardly observable and measurable behaviors can

be changed and thus disregards internal states, which it cannot observe, measure, or change.

As a result, the teacher would use tests, quizzes, in-class and homework assignments, etc.

and score these assessments quantitatively in order to measure correct and incorrect

responses. Increases in the former and decreases in the latter would indicate learning, which

behaviorism defines as observable, measurable changes in behavior over time.General

Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe the cognitivist view

of language learning and discuss Piaget’s cognitive developmental theory.General LinguisticsIn

contrast to environmentalism and behaviorism, the cognitivist view of learning posits that

learning occurs in mental processes, rather than external behaviors. In other words, what a



child does is not as important as what a child is thinking. Cognitivism views internal mental

activity rather than environmental stimuli as the source of learning.Piaget was one of the first

and most well-known cogitivists. He viewed language acquisition as part of a child’s overall

cognitive development; therefore he believed that language acquisition follows the stages of

intellectual development he proposed. Piaget stated that to acquire any specific linguistic form,

a child first must be able to understand its underlying concept. Piaget defined the stages of

cognitive development as Sensorimotor, Preoperational, Concrete Operations, and Formal

Operations. Children in Sensorimotor and Preoperational stages cannot perceive others’

viewpoints; Piaget dubbed them egocentric. Sensorimotor infants first perform reflexive

activities, and then learn to coordinate their sensations and motor movements. As they become

aware of objects, infants develop object-orientation and object permanence (realizing objects

continue to exist when out of their sight), then intentional actions. Infants develop mental

constructs (schemata) representing objects. By age 2, they internalize these schemata,

thereby enabling symbolic thinking—representing things/concepts with linguistic symbols,

(words). Concrete Operations-stage children can perform and reverse mental operations, but

only regarding concrete objects. In Formal Operations they grasp and manipulate abstract

concepts, including abstract word meanings (semantics) and operations (higher-order syntax,

grammar, etc.).General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDiscuss modern cognitivist theories of language learning.General

LinguisticsMcLaughlin is one of the most well-known modern cognitivists. He also holds that

language learning occurs through general cognitive processes, and his ideas are sometimes

called the “Information Processing Model”. According to McLaughlin’s model, some of the

general mental skills that we use to learn language are transfer (finding connections with

preexisting knowledge), simplification (attending only to what we understand), generalization

(identifying patterns and rules), restructuring (changing where and how information is stored in

our brains – like a computer), and automatization (being able to complete tasks without

attending to them). Modern cognitive theory makes a distinction between declarative

knowledge – knowing facts and information, and procedural knowledge – knowing how to do

something. While language learning has historically been treated as gaining declarative

knowledge, cognitivists argue that it be more helpful to think of language learning as the

gaining of procedural knowledge.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDescribe the connectionist/parallel distributed processing model of language

learning.General LinguisticsIn this view, knowledge is connections, not just the units being

connected. Learning occurs by forming and traversing these neural connections. Therefore,

gaining knowledge is not acquiring facts and abilities but building connections and using them

to transmit information. This viewpoint shifts the focus of language learning from discrete

pieces of knowledge (e.g., vocabulary or verb endings) to the ability to connect those pieces

and use them in context.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDescribe Chomsky’s role in developing the nativist theory and discuss his LAD

theory and syntactic theory of language acquisition.General LinguisticsNoam Chomsky is the

major proponent of the nativist theory of language development. He maintains that humans

possess an internal Language Acquisition Device (LAD), allowing them to generate linguistic

structures more easily and naturally than they could without it. In contrast to behaviorists,

Chomsky asserts that environmental factors influence, but do not determine, this

process.Chomsky’s Language Acquisition Device (LAD) is his theoretical construct

representing an innate mechanism or tool set he says all humans possess for learning

language. Chomsky asserts that since the brain is part of the body, the mental world is part of



the biological world in which we live. As a result, the mental world follows biological processes.

He designates language development as “language growth” in that the “language organ” grows

in the brain like any other bodily organ. His Syntactic Theory explains that speakers

understand internal sentence structure (syntax) via “phrase structure rules.” His “poverty of

stimulus” argument is that children hear many fragmented, ungrammatical, or unstructured

adult utterances, yet still construct correct grammars, which he views as evidence of universal,

inborn language abilities. He also points out that children having different experiences still form

the same linguistic rules.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDiscuss Chomsky’s theory of innate language development.General

LinguisticsChomsky proposed the “Innateness Hypothesis”, that all humans have an inborn

ability to develop language. This is due to Universal Grammar (UG) or “Generative Grammar”—

a set of linguistic rules with which our brains are pre-programmed. Chomsky says that this

inherent blueprint or template for language structures explains why even deaf and/or blind

children and/or children with deaf and/or blind parents develop language in the same ways,

following the same stages, as do all other children. Chomsky has stated that language

development is an inevitable occurrence with children rather than a voluntary action. In other

words, given a suitable environment, including “appropriate nutrition and environmental

stimulation,” they will acquire language naturally, similarly to their predetermined physical

maturation processes. Chomsky’s UG does not contain specific rules of every language.

Rather, it contains general “principles and parameters” from which language rules are

derived.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe

Chomsky’s idea known as transformational grammar.General LinguisticsNoam Chomsky has

proposed that language consists of “deep structures” and “surface structures.” Deep structures

are the forms in which linguistic concepts originate. He says our minds then perform

“transformations” which change these deep structures to surface structures, which are the final

forms of our spoken and written language. For example, a basic statement is a deep structure,

and we transform it to make it grammatically complete. As a result, we turn the statement into a

question or a negative, or both. A deep structure might convey “He is going out.” Chomsky

proposes that we automatically make transformations to this structure to turn it into a question:

“Is he going out?” or a negative: “He is not going out;” or both: “He is not going out, is he?” So

for Chomsky, the essential concept is the same, but the semantic changes (changes in

meaning) and syntactic changes (changes in sentence structure that produce such variations

as questions and negatives) are achieved through transformations from the same deep

structure to various surface structures.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDiscuss attitudes and approaches of language teaching

incorporating Chomsky’s theory of language acquisition.General LinguisticsAccording to

Chomsky, learning language is not something that children actually do, but is a natural process

occurring universally in children as they develop. Chomsky has stated that we live in a

biological world; the body—including the brain, and the “language organ” he believes our

brains inherently possess—physically matures over time according to predetermined patterns.

Chomsky proposed that we are born with a Language Acquisition Device (LAD) in our brains,

thereby facilitating language development. He allowed that children need proper nutrition and

environmental stimulation in order to nurture the natural language development enabled by the

LAD. Therefore, language teachers would want to ensure their students receive optimal

physical nourishment and stimulus-rich environments, under the teacher’s influence at school

and at home inasmuch as this is possible. Because Chomsky that found all humans share

Universal Grammar (UG) regardless of individual languages, language teachers would



emphasize basic commonalities between English and the target langugage in order to help

students relate the two languages. Differences could be addressed through correcting target

langugage errors over time as students’ target language proficiency progresses.General

Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe Bruner’s

interactionist theory and some of its differences with Chomsky’s model.General

LinguisticsJerome Bruner was the main proponent of Interactionist theory, which says that

interactions between the child and parents/caregivers determine the course of language

development. This theory draws heavily from the constructivist concept of learning. Piaget

often is credited with founding constructivist learning theory – the idea that learning is a

process in which learners actively build, or construct, new concepts and ideas upon their

foundations of existing knowledge. Piaget focused on the cognitive aspects of this construction

and on the learner’s interactions with/actions upon the environment, while Bruner focused

more on the social aspects of learning and on the learner’s interactions with parents and

others, reflecting the work of Lev Vygotsky and his sociocultural theory of learning.Bruner

emphasizes adult-child interactions as promoting children’s language acquisition. Bruner sees

child-directed speech (CDS), the linguistic behaviors of adults in speaking to children, as

having a specialized adaptation of supporting the process of language development. Bruner

termed such support “scaffolding.” Chomsky proposed a universal Language Acquisition

Device (LAD) that we all possess, reflecting innate ability to structure language. Bruner

countered this proposal with a Language Acquisition Support System (LASS), an innate ability

to read and interpret social situations and interactions and hence to understand language and

learn it readily. This reflects Bruner’s greater emphasis on the interactions of the learning child

with the family and social environment and the support they give.General Linguistics©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe the theoretical need for

scaffolding in cognitive growth.General LinguisticsWood, Bruner and Ross (1976) concluded

from their research that parents and other adults give children “scaffolding,” or the temporary

support they need to promote their cognitive growth. They found that in everyday interactions

involving play, adults provided support structures (analogous to the scaffolds temporarily

erected around buildings under construction) in order to help children understand new

concepts and perform new tasks. This analogy is consistent with the constructivist theory to

which Bruner subscribed, wherein we construct our realities as well as new ideas based on our

knowledge. The purposes of scaffolding include making new ideas or tasks simpler and easier

for children to understand, giving learning children motivation and encouragement to learn,

emphasizing the most important components of a task, correcting any errors they may have

made in attempting it, and supplying adult models for children of the behaviors they are

engaged in learning, which the children can observe and then imitate. The concept of

scaffolding has also been applied to Lev Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory of learning, especially

his Zone of Proximal Development (what a learner can do not on his/her own but rather what s/

he can do with guidance of a more developed learner or adult), and to Stephen Krashen’s

hypotheses of language acquisition, especially the concept of i+1.General Linguistics©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe the 5 main hypotheses of

Krashen’s input model of language learning.General LinguisticsSteven Krashen presented the

input model of language learning, which has 5 main hypotheses:· Acquisition/learning

distinction: Acquisition is the normal process of “getting” a language, as small children

universally do. Learning is formally studying a language in a classroom. Acquisition is

subconscious, while learning involves engaging our conscious understanding.· Input:

Language is acquired by receiving comprehensible input, utterances that are above the



speaking level of the individual but understandable by them. Comprehensible input is

sometimes denoted as i+1.· Natural order: There is a normal order in which rules of

language are acquired.· Monitor: Learning, the formal and conscious study of a language,

is primarily useful in monitoring what has been acquired, allowing the individual to make

adjustments and corrections. Learning is not a replacement for acquisition.· Affective filter:

Aversive feelings such as discomfort, stress, self-consciousness, and/or lack of motivation can

be associated with language learning, most commonly in adults and older teenagers. This can

hinder language acquisition.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDescribe similarities between first and second language acquisition, including prior

knowledge and language acquisition from natural situations.General LinguisticsNote: In the

field of language acquisition, one’s first, or “native” language is referred to as L1. Languages

learned later in life are referred to L2 (or L3 for a third language, and so on).L1 is constructed

from experiences: environmental (all those things that go “vroom” are cars) or social (“Hi” is

what people say when they see each other) and also from prior knowledge in the same

language (Walked = walk yesterday. Talked = ?). Similarly, L2 can be constructed from

experiences and prior knowledge of the same language. In addition, L2 can be constructed

using prior knowledge of L1. (I can talk about yesterday by adding -ed in L1. What will I add to

the end of a word in L2 to talk about yesterday?)A language learner, whether a young child

learning L1 or an older child learning L2, can receive natural language input from many

sources: home, peers, school, and the cultural environment. If the L2 learner is not immersed

in a culture where the target language is spoken, he will have fewer sources of language input.

A Spanish-speaking young person living in an English-speaking culture will hear his L2 –

English – from peers, at school, and in his everyday environment. An English-speaking young

person living in an English-speaking culture will hear his L2 – Spanish – with less frequency,

possibly only from his teacher at school.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe similarities first and second language acquisition,

including learning strategies and predictability of language learning patterns.General

LinguisticsL1 and L2 language learners use similar strategies as they learn and to compensate

for what they do not know. One example of a learning strategy used by both L1 and L2 learners

is overgeneralization (e.g., using typical past tense/preterite endings even for irregular verbs –

saying goed instead of went or tenió instead of tuvo). Both types of learners also use

circumlocution – talking around a word that they do not know (I need the thing for washing my

hair…shampoo).Krashen’s natural order hypothesis suggests that language acquisition will

follow a predictable pattern, whether the language being acquired is L1 or L2. This has been

supported by research. For example, single words or formulaic phrases are mastered first

(“pool”), then a simple sentence structure (“We go to the pool”), then an understanding of how

parts of a sentence can move around (“Can we go to the pool? Are we going to the pool? I

really like going to the pool! Did you go to the pool last summer?”).General Linguistics©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe the phenomenon of silent period

and motherese speech in both the L1 and L2.General LinguisticsL2 learners do well when

allowed to listen without responding for a period of time, just like a young child does in first

language acquisition, where first words are not uttered for months! However, this “silent period”

is not as necessary or prolonged in L2, probably due to increased cognitive skills of an older

learner and their preexisting knowledge of L1.The way adults speak to young children (“baby

talk” or motherese), with single or repeated words, simple phrases, slow utterance, and a

distinct tone of voice, allows children to receive comprehensible input (Cup? Anna wants a cup

of water?). Modified vocabulary, structure, speed, and tone to provide comprehensible input is



similarly helpful to L2 learners, which is why we often speak more slowly and with simpler

words when we speak with non-native speakers.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe differences between first and second language

acquisition, including the critical period and cognitive development.General LinguisticsL1 has a

critical period: if for a horrible reason (abuse, abandonment, etc.), a child is not exposed to and

does not acquire a first language by a certain age (somewhere between age 5 and puberty),

they will never master a language. Research has not supported this for L2 learners – if you

have learned a first language, you can learn a second language at any point in your lifespan.L2

learners are older than L1 learners. Therefore, they are more developed cognitively, so they

have more cognitive tools at their disposal. For example, they have greater prior knowledge of

world, they can learn more quickly, and they have more control over the input they receive–

they can ask for repetition or clarification. They can learn and apply rules, they have a first

language from which they can transfer, and they have experience using their first language in

real-life settings.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDescribe differences between first and second language acquisition, including

affective factors and transfer, interference, and accent.General LinguisticsAffective filters play a

larger role in L2 acquisition. Older learners are more likely than toddlers to experience

inhibitions, anxiety, and motivation (or lack thereof) as they study a language. Family and peer

attitudes and behaviors toward the target language and culture (which may be different from

their own) can also increase a learner’s affective filter.An L2 learner has already learned a

language (L1). Transfer from L1 is not always helpful, either because it does not contain

structures or vocabulary that L2 does or because the two languages are syntactically or

semantically different in some regards (e.g., preterite and imperfect in Spanish vs. only one

past tense in English, false cognates like carpeta/folder and carpet/alfombra)Some evidence

shows that with age, it is more difficult to achieve a native-like accent. This is believed to be

partially physiological – our palates harden as we approach puberty, making them inflexible to

creating sounds not already learned. There is also a neural component to this reality: babies at

6 months of age can distinguish between native language sounds and non-native sounds and

pay more attention to native language sounds.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe differences between first and second language

acquisition, including Krashen’s learning/acquisition distinction and the fundamental difference

hypothesis.General LinguisticsWhile L1 is always acquired, not all students have the

opportunity to acquire L2. Classroom learning, no matter how carefully it mirrors L1 acquisition,

does not usually provide L2 input 12 hours a day for several years in a variety of contexts and

therefore L2 classrooms are a less-effective way to achieve fluency in a language.This

hypothesis posits that L2 learners are not able to access Universal Grammar (UG)/Language

Acquisition Device (LAD) to the same extent as L1 learners, making it more difficult to learn a

second or subsequent language. This is suggested because very nearly all learners of L1 learn

it fluently, which is not the case for L2 learners.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDescribe the steps of language learning given in the

continuum of learning theory.General LinguisticsThe Continuum of Learning theory outlines

predictable steps when learning a new language:· The Silent/Receptive or Preproduction

stage can last from a few hours to six months. Students usually don’t say much and

communicate by using pictures and pointing.· In the Early Production stage, students use

one- and two-word phrases. They indicate understanding with yes or no and who/what/where

questions. This stage can last six months.· The Speech Emergence stage may last a year.

Students use short sentences and begin to ask simple questions. Grammatical errors may



make communication challenging.· In the Intermediate Language Proficiency stage

students begin to make complex statements, share thoughts and opinions and speak more

often. This may last a year or more.· The Advanced Learning Proficiency stage lasts five

to seven years. Students have acquired a substantial vocabulary and are capable of

participating fully in classroom activities and discussions.General Linguistics© Mometrix Media

- flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDiscuss patterns commonly observed in second language

learners, including interlanguage interference and fossilization.General LinguisticsAn

interlanguage is a normal stage of language learning, where students exhibit transitional

competence – a cohesive, rule-bound use of the target language that is not native. This

interlanguage is often colored by transfer from L1. For example, an English-speaking Spanish

student may express likes and dislikes by saying “Me gusta corriendo. No me gusta

bailando” ¿Te gusta bailando o corriendo?” This is cohesive – the student has a rule-bound

pattern of using the gerund after me/te gusta. This is also how the phrase is constructed in

English (I like running). However, it is non-native, because a native speaker would be more

likely to use the infinitive: “Me gusta correr.”Fossilization occurs when learners plateau at their

interlanguage rather than progressing on to native-like competence. If a learner continues

saying “Me gusta corriendo” as above rather than learning to say “Me gusta correr”, then

fossilization will take place. An L2 teacher should not be surprised by students using an

interlanguage, as it is a natural stage of language learning, but the teacher should also help a

student avoid fossilization by modeling native competence. (“Hmm…te gusta correr?”)General

Linguistics© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDiscuss patterns commonly

observed in second language learners, including codeswitching and communication

strategies.General LinguisticsCodeswitching is a common practice among language learners

and bilingual individuals in which the speaker goes from using one language to another mid-

speech (¿Quieres ir to the park with me?). This switch typically involves one word/phrase or

occurs in predictable places in sentence structure –at the end of a clause rather than in the

middle of it. Since codeswitching is a universal practice among bilingual individuals, experts

are divided as to how much a teacher should discourage the practice in the

classroom.Language learners employ a variety of communication strategies to compensate for

gaps in their ability. Some of these strategies include paraphrasing (repeating a simpler,

shorter version of what was said), substituting words (using “animal” instead of “gato” when

you don’t know the word for “cat”), coining words (“Mi mama es nice-o”), and mediating

meaning with their interlocutor (e.g., asking for repetition, paraphrasing and looking for

approval, using hand motions or other contextual props)Linguistics of the Target Language©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishExplain phonetic languages and the

relation of phonology with Spanish.Linguistics of the Target LanguageSpanish is a phonetic

language, which means that every letter (vowels as well as consonants) and some

combinations of letters each have an associated sound. This associated sound is used every

single time that this particular letter or combination of letters appears in a word. Therefore, as

in all phonetic languages, if you know how to spell a word, you know how to pronounce it. The

only exceptions are foreign or borrowed words, which are sometimes pronounced the same

way they are pronounced in the original language (for example, los jeans).Linguistics of the

Target Language© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/csetSpanishDiscuss the

phonological rules regarding the five Spanish vowels.Linguistics of the Target

LanguageSpanish has five vowels, the same as in English, but they are different from English

in the sense that they make one and only one sound regardless of their position in the word or

which letters come before and after them. For example, the vowel a in Spanish is always



pronounced like a shorter version of the a in car. There is no difference in the way it sounds

whether it is at the beginning of the word (amanecer), between two consonants (caro),

between a consonant and a vowel (caer, teatro) or at the end of the word (mesa). The same

consistency of pronunciation is true of the vowels e, i, o, and u: there is only one sound for

each of them. e is pronounced similarly to the short e in bed (entrar); i is pronounced like a

long or double ee as in see (hijo); o is pronounced like a long o in go (dormir); and u is

pronounced similarly to oo or ue as they appear in the English words goo or sue

(usar).Linguistics of the Target Language© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

csetSpanishDescribe the two pronunciations of the letter c in Spanish.Linguistics of the Target

LanguageThe letter c has two different pronunciations depending on which letter follows it,

much like in English. If followed by an a (camino), o (correr), u (cuñado), or a consonant

(conectar), the letter c sounds like the English hard c in coneand camera or like the k in break

and kite. If followed by the vowels e (centro) or i (cigarillo), the letter c sounds like the English

soft c in face and celery or like the s in safe or best. In some regions of Spain, c followed by e

or i is not pronounced s, but rather th as in the English words think or with (e.g., centro is

pronounced thentro).
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